
 
CABINET  – 23RD JULY 2012 

 
HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE EFFICIENCY PROGRAMME 

POTHOLES REVIEW 
 

REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF ENVIRONMENT AND 
TRANSPORT 

 
 

PART A 
 

Purpose of Report  
 
1. To advise the Cabinet of the recommendations of the recent Potholes 

Review published as part of the Department for Transport’s Highways 
Maintenance Efficiency Programme (HMEP). 

 
2. To set out how these recommendations relate to the service currently 

provided by the Highways Branch of the Environment and Transport 
Department and how that service might change as a consequence. 

 
 
Recommendations  
 
3. It is recommended that the Cabinet: 
 

(a) notes the recommendations within the HMEP Potholes Review; 
 
(b) supports the principle of amending the currently delivered local 

highway service to appropriately reflect the Potholes Review’s 
recommendations; 

 
(c) notes the proposed allocation of £2m of additional resources for 

highways and bridge maintenance outlined in the Medium Term 
Financial Strategy report elsewhere on the agenda.  

 
 
Reason for Recommendations  
 
4. To ensure that the County Council appropriately responds to the outcome 

of nationally significant work commissioned by the Department for 
Transport which the Director of Environment and Transport has led on.  
Ultimately, this may enable an enhancement to the current level of 
highway maintenance service provided by the County Council whilst 
contributing to the savings set out in the Medium Term Financial Strategy 
(MTFS). 

E 
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Policy Framework and Previous Decisions 
  
5. The County Council’s current approach to the maintenance of its local 

highway network is set out in the “Highway Maintenance Policy and 
Strategy”.  This was last amended at the Cabinet meeting on 11th October 
2011. 

 
 
Timetable for Decisions (including Scrutiny) 
 
6. The Potholes Review was published in April 2012.  As the local highway 

authority for Leicestershire, the County Council should be mindful of and 
respond appropriately to any guidance generated under the auspices of 
the Department for Transport.  

 
Resources Implications  
 
7. Although unquantifiable at present, it is expected that implementing the 

recommendations of the HMEP Potholes Review has the potential to 
provide an enhanced highway maintenance service in Leicestershire, 
improve efficiency and contribute to the savings set out in the County 
Council’s MTFS. However, there may be a need to allocate additional 
financial resource in the short to medium term before some of the 
Potholes Review recommendations take effect.  
 

8. The Director of Corporate Resources and County Solicitor have been 
consulted on the contents of this report. 

 
Circulation under the Local Issues Alert Procedure 
 
9. None. 
 
 
Officers to Contact  
 
Mark Stevens Tel: (0116) 305 7966 
Assistant Director (Highways) 
Environment and Transport 
Email:  mark.stevens@leics.gov.uk 
 
Vic Turner Tel: (0116) 305 2114 / 2202 
Highways Manager 
Environment and Transport 
Email:  vic.turner@leics.gov.uk 
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PART B 
 
Introduction 
 
10. National and local public opinion surveys consistently show that the repair 

of roads, footways and cycleways is very important to local communities. 
Such surveys have demonstrated the importance of highway condition 
and many perceive that the quality of local roads may be deteriorating, 
with potholes being one of the public’s main local concerns, as they are 
highly visible defects. Recent surveys undertaken by the County Council 
have clarified the level of importance that Leicestershire’s residents and 
businesses place on highway maintenance. 

 
11. In April 2011, the Parliamentary Under-Secretary for Transport, Norman 

Baker MP, announced an initiative to review the pothole problem under 
the umbrella of the Department for Transport (DfT) sponsored Highways 
Maintenance Efficiency Programme (HMEP).  

 
12. A project board involving a range of key stakeholders from the public and 

private sectors, including road, footway and cycle user groups was set up 
in August 2011. This included the County Council's Director of 
Environment and Transport, who was seconded to the project and chaired 
the Review.  

 
13. The Review has considered how local councils in England currently deal 

with potholes, as well as wider stakeholder views and implications. The 
focus of the Review has been to identify good practice through 
consultation, in order to demonstrate how potholes and other related 
aspects of highway maintenance may be dealt with more efficiently and 
effectively. 

 
14. The findings of the Potholes Review were published in April 2012 in a 

document titled “Prevention and a Better Cure”. This makes 17 
recommendations under three key themes. The remainder of this report 
will advise the Cabinet of the individual recommendations under these 
themes, provide an assessment of the County Council’s current position in 
relation to them, and advise on the continuing work that is currently being 
undertaken to implement them. 

 
 
PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE 
 
15. The first key theme of the Review is that intervening at the right time will 

reduce the amount of potholes forming and prevent bigger problems later. 
The individual recommendations under this theme are explored below. 

 
Economic Benefits of Highway Maintenance 
 
16. The highway network is the largest and most visible asset for which the 

County Council is responsible. Whilst it is widely accepted that the 
condition of the highway network has a significant impact on economic 
development and prosperity, there is limited information available on the 
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contribution that investment in highway maintenance makes to the 
economic development of local communities.  

 
17. The Potholes Review supports this view and recommends that the DfT 

should work in conjunction with local highway authorities to develop 
advice on determining the economic costs and benefits of maintenance of 
the local highway network in order to evaluate and justify the need for 
investment.  

 
18. The Department is currently providing assistance to this through the 

Director’s work on the HMEP, its representation at the Association of 
Directors of Environment, Economy, Planning and Transport (ADEPT) and 
its work through the Midlands Highway Alliance (MHA). 

 
 
Commitment of Highway Maintenance Budgets 
 
19. The 2012 Asphalt Alliance Annual Road Maintenance (ALARM) survey 

reported that most local highway authorities are only able to set annual 
budgets due to the uncertainty over central government’s funding for 
highway maintenance over a longer time-frame - this hinders efficient 
planning of maintenance. It also reports that the majority of respondents 
believed that funding should be set for five years or more. 

 
20. The Review supports this and recommends that the Government should 

commit to establishing budgets for highway maintenance for the full four 
years of Comprehensive Spending Review periods. This will provide 
greater budget certainty for the highway sector. Local highway authorities 
should ensure their funding for highways maintenance is aligned to this 
time period. 

 
21. This recommendation will allow more certainty in developing asset 

management strategies that can reduce the number of potholes and 
achieve better value for money over the longer term. The County Council 
has already implemented this recommendation through its settlement for 
LTP3 and its Medium Term Financial Strategy, which has set the capital 
and revenue budget for highways maintenance to 2015/16. 

 
 
Co-ordinating Street Works 
 
22. Building on the recommendation for commitment to longer term highway 

maintenance budgets to support better asset management, the Review 
recommends that all parties undertaking works on the highway should 
share and co-ordinate programmes of work over longer periods. 

 
23. It has been widely accepted that both local authorities and utility 

companies would benefit from this, as it would enable utility works to be 
carried out in advance of planned highway maintenance. The Review 
concludes that authorities should identify a suitable period for the co-
ordination of programmes with utility companies. 
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24. The Department currently plans and reviews its larger scale maintenance 
works over these longer periods and engages with utility companies to co-
ordinate works at quarterly co-ordination meetings. However, it has been 
recognised that current practice falls short of meeting the recommendation 
in full. 

 
25. Improvements to the co-ordination and management of road works, and 

road space management in general, have been identified as key goals 
within the Environment and Transport Department’s business plans. This 
would not only improve the ability to manage highway assets effectively 
and efficiently, but would also enable the County Council to meet its duty 
better in managing the expeditious movement of traffic across its network 
and improve public satisfaction. 

 
 
Prevention is Better than Cure 
 
26. The Review recommends that local highway authorities should adopt the 

principle that ‘prevention is better than cure’ in determining the balance 
between structural, preventative and reactive maintenance activities in 
order to improve the resilience of the highway network and minimise the 
occurrence of potholes. 

 
27. The Department has been an advocate of this principle for many years, 

targeting budgets at cost-effective preventative maintenance such as 
surface dressing and resurfacing as part of its asset management plan.  

 
28. Through this approach, the historic positive ratio of planned over reactive 

maintenance has been maintained. The target expenditure on reactive 
maintenance (Category 1 works) for 2012/13 is £300,000 representing 
only 4.7% of the structural maintenance budget. The Department repaired 
3906 carriageway potholes in 2011/12 compared to the English authority 
average of 12,392 (2012 ALARM Survey) and continues to develop its 
asset management strategy to minimise the occurrence of potholes.  

 
Informed Choices 
 
29. The Review recommends that local highway authorities should ensure that 

appropriate competencies are available to make the right choices when 
designing and specifying techniques and materials for the maintenance 
and repair of highways. These competencies can be secured through 
training, collaboration with neighbouring authorities or external advice. 

 
30. Since July 2007, the County Council has been a lead member of the 

Midlands Highway Alliance (MHA). The objectives of the MHA are to: 
 

• Establish and develop collaborative procurement frameworks to secure 
the delivery of major highway capital schemes, medium size highway 
schemes and professional services;  

• Establish, implement and develop a continuous improvement model for 
highway term maintenance to achieve convergence to best practices;  
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• Embed partnering principles and construction best practice in all its 
work and throughout the supply chains, to optimise commodity 
acquisition. 

 
31. The MHA Skills Academy facilitates enhanced training opportunities for 

staff from MHA members, their contractors, their supply chain and local 
communities. The Academy’s training programmes are designed to drive 
up the standard of industry training, to improve productivity and tackle 
skills shortages. It is currently in the process of developing its own 
“Learning Management System” which will allow members to procure 
training collaboratively, which will not only generate savings but will also 
encourage the sharing of best practice.  

 
 
Guidance on Materials 
 
32. The Review has concluded that it is essential that the UK highways sector 

provides and promotes guidance on the design, specification and 
installation of materials and treatments for use in highway maintenance.  It 
has recommended that comprehensive guidance should be made 
available, to ensure the use of appropriate materials for the right site.  

 
33. Work is currently being carried out as part of the HMEP to develop 

common national specifications for materials. The intention is that a 
repository for such information will be made available on the HMEP 
website. 

 
34. As part of the development of the MHA’s “Medium Schemes Framework 

1” contract (which has been used to deliver the Birstall park and ride 
scheme and will be used for the Loughborough Town Centre Scheme), a 
“harmonised specification” was created. This comprised an amalgamation 
and simplification of the specifications previously used by Leicestershire, 
Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire and Staffordshire County Councils. A 
Materials Working Group (bringing together representatives from 
Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire and Tarmac National Contracting) has 
been refining that specification in relation to choice of surfacing materials 
and both aspects of work are being used for the HMEP standard 
specification. Through the MHA’s Commodities Working Group, MHA 
members already have access to frameworks for the bulk purchase of 
street lighting columns and lanterns and winter salt.   

 
 
Minimising Highway Openings 
 
35. The Review recognises that one of the primary causes of potholes is the 

weaknesses introduced into the fabric of highways by the excavation and 
reinstatement for the repair of utility and highway apparatus. It is 
recommended that all parties involved in such works must consider the 
need to minimise the long-term damage that this can cause, and develop 
alternative and innovative ways of working, such as the use of trenchless 
technology. 
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36. As part of its ongoing commitment to reducing traffic disruption, the 
Department’s staff are already being encouraged to challenge traditional 
working methods for both highways and utility works and look for 
alternative ways to undertake them. This will also go some way to 
promoting working methods that will also minimise damage to the 
structure of the highway. However, this is being approached cautiously, as 
previous experience has shown that some trenchless techniques can 
unknowingly damage buried apparatus, such as highway drainage, which 
over time can have a more detrimental impact on highway condition. 

 
 
RIGHT FIRST TIME 
 
37. The second key theme of the Review is it is better to get repairs “right first 

time”. The message is “do it once and get it right”, rather than face repeat 
expenditure. Guidance, knowledge and workmanship are the enablers to 
this. The individual recommendations under this theme are explored 
below. 

 
 
Quality of Repairs and Reinstatements 
 
38. To drive up standards, the Review recommends that a quality scheme 

similar to a National Highway Sector Scheme should be developed by the 
highways sector to cover all aspects of manual surfacing operations, 
including pothole repairs and reinstatements, and its use specified by local 
highway authorities and utility companies. 

 
39. National Highway Sector Schemes (NHSS) are bespoke integrated 

management schemes, covering the planning, quality, training, 
competence, audit and certification of certain highway maintenance 
activities. Pothole repairs and utility company or highway authority 
reinstatements are not covered by the current schemes. 

 
40. The Department is ideally placed to provide assistance to this through the 

Director’s work on the HMEP, its representation at the Association of 
Directors of Environment, Economy, Planning and Transport (ADEPT) and 
its work through the Midlands Highway Alliance (MHA). 

 
 
Guidance on Repair Techniques 
 
41. It is suggested that local highway authorities should consider the guidance 

provided in the ADEPT report “Potholes and Repair Techniques for Local 
Highways” and adopt as appropriate to their local circumstances. 

 
42. The guidance contained in the ADEPT report is currently being reviewed. 

Appropriate elements will be adopted as part of the ongoing 
transformation of the Highways Management Group (acting as a highways 
‘client’) and Leicestershire Highways Operations (LHO) as the Council’s 
in-house highway maintenance and improvement delivery service. 
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Inspection and Training 
 
43. The Review recommends that local highway authorities should utilise 

inspection manuals to support their inspection policies. They should also 
ensure that highway inspectors are trained, qualified and competent in the 
identification and assessment of defects, including potholes, through a 
scheme accredited by the Highway Inspectors Board. 

 
44. The County Council has an inspection manual and has been at the 

forefront of developing a nationally recognised training scheme for 
highway inspectors following the publication of the “Highway Risk and 
Liability Guide to Well Maintained Highways” in 2005.   

 
45. Further recognition was gained when the Institute of Highway Engineers 

commissioned Leicestershire County Council to set the highway inspector 
competency standards for its new nationally recognised “Highway 
Inspector Accreditation Scheme” under the Highways Inspector Board. 
The County Council is a member of this board and is an approved training 
organisation under the scheme.  

 
46. The training includes a provision for updates every five years to ensure 

new material including the findings of the Potholes Review can be 
disseminated.  The training ensures effective identification and 
assessment of potholes and assisting in ensuring defects are identified 
and repaired correctly, and minimising the cost potential highway liability 
claims. 

 
 
Technology 
 
47. The findings of the Review recommend that local highway authorities 

should consider using proven technology and systems for the effective 
identification and management of potholes. 

 
48. The County Council has long recognised the benefits that technology can 

bring to the highways service in improving effectiveness and efficiency. A 
highways management system called Confirm has been in operation since 
2008 and is used to capture and store information relating to highway 
condition, customer enquiries and works coordination. The system is used 
by highway inspectors to record defects and arrange for their repair in the 
field using their mobile phones.  

 
49. This information is then used by Leicestershire Highways Operations to 

programme repair operations. Other areas of the highways maintenance 
service are currently being migrated onto the system to improve their 
effectiveness and efficiency.   

 
 
Research and Innovation 
 
50. The Review concludes that the sector will benefit from supporting, co-

ordinating, contributing and disseminating research on all aspects of 
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pothole operations and believes that innovation from such research may 
continue to provide opportunities for improvement of pothole management 
and operations. 

 
51. The Department has an ongoing commitment to the co-ordination of 

research, innovation and the sharing of good practice through its 
membership of ADEPT, MHA and the Midlands Service Improvement 
Group (MSIG). 

 
 
CLARITY 
 
52. The third key theme of the Review is to provide clarity for the public. The 

message is that local highway authorities need to communicate to the 
public what is being done and how it is being done. If the public 
understand these elements, they are more likely to be satisfied that the 
work being undertaken is value for money. The individual 
recommendations under this theme are explored below. 

 
 
Public Communications 
 
53. The Review recommends that local highway authorities should have an 

effective public communications process that provides clarity and 
transparency in their policy and approach to repairing potholes. This 
should include a published policy and details of its implementation, 
including the prevention, identification, reporting, tracking and repair of 
potholes. 

 
54. The County Council’s Highway Maintenance Policy and Strategy is 

published on the County Council’s website and includes a clear policy and 
approach to repairing potholes (see below). The Highways Management 
System allows potholes to be identified (through inspection or public 
reporting) and progress on their repair to be tracked and performance 
monitored. 

 
 
Definition of Potholes 
 
55. The Review recommends that, to provide clarity, local highway authorities 

should adopt dimensional definitions for potholes based on best practice 
as part of their maintenance policy. Response times and treatment of 
potholes should be based on local needs, consideration of all highway 
users, and an assessment of risk. 

 
56. The County Council has adopted this approach for a number of years 

through its Highway Maintenance Policy and Strategy, and currently has a 
policy which defines its response to potholes according to dimensional 
definitions as follows: 
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Defect Categories 
 
There are two categories of defects: - 
 
Category 1 – Those that require prompt attention because they represent an 
immediate or imminent hazard or because there is a risk of short–term 
structural deterioration, including potholes greater than 40mm in depth.  
 
Category 2 – Those that require attention but do not represent an immediate 
or imminent hazard, including potholes greater than 40mm in depth. 

 
 

Permanent Repairs Policy 
 
57. The Review recommends that local highway authorities should adopt 

permanent repairs as the first choice. Temporary repairs should only be 
used where safety cannot be managed using alternative approaches and 
in emergency circumstances. 

 
58. Again, the County Council has adopted this approach for a number of 

years through its Highway Maintenance Policy and Strategy. Currently, the 
County Council’s policy on the response to potholes is as follows: 

 

Category 1 
 
Category 1 defects should be corrected or made safe at the time of the 
Inspection, if reasonably practicable. In this context, making safe may 
constitute displaying warning notices, coning-off or fencing-off to protect the 
public from the defect. If it is not possible to correct or make the defect safe at 
the time of inspection, repairs of a temporary, or permanent nature should be 
carried out within a period of 2 working days, but not more than 72 hours. 
Repairs of a permanent nature will be carried out to a timescale according to 
the defect status following the completion of the temporary repair.  
 
Where defects with potentially serious consequences for network safety are 
made safe by means of temporary signing or repair, arrangements should be 
made for a special inspection regime to ensure the continued integrity of the 
signing or repair is maintained until a permanent repair can be made. 
 
 
Category 2 
 
Category 2 defects have been split into 3 sub-categories, Pothole, High 
Priority and Low Priority. 
 
Category 2 (Potholes) potholes less than 40mm deep that are expected to 
become Cat 1 within 3 months if not attended to. Our target is to complete a 
permanent repair within 90 days. 
 
Category 2 (High Priority) defects are those that are expected to become 
Cat 1 within 3 months if not attended to. Our target is to complete a permanent 
repair within 90 days. 
 
Category 2 (Low Priority) defects are those that are likely to become Cat 1 
within 12 months. Repair of these defects is to be undertaken as resources 
become available, or be included within a planned maintenance programme. 
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59. In March 2011, the Department for Transport awarded extra road 
maintenance funding for damaged roads to local highway authorities, 
following the severe winter.  The grant for Leicestershire County Council 
totalled £2.419 million.  The County Council’s initial budget for highway 
maintenance was £22.1 million before the grant settlement was awarded.  
Therefore, this additional funding added an additional 10.9% to the initial 
budget.  This was supplemented by a further £1.5 million (6.8%) from 
County Council funds - a grand total of £3.919 million. 

 
60. As had been the case when the DfT awarded £1.257 million extra funding 

in March 2010 for roads damaged by the 2009/2010 winter, the March 
2011 allocation was used to effect both larger scale patching and 
resurfacing schemes, as well as reactive pothole repair work during 
2011/12.  The Appendix sets out a list of sites where the £3.919 million 
expenditure took place. Details of where the government’s £2.419 million 
expenditure took place were publicly disclosed on the Council’s website 
on 30th September 2011. 
 

61. Whilst this range of works locations is extensive, it did not result in a 
complete eradication of the detrimental effect on Leicestershire’s highway 
network of the particularly harsh winters of 2009/10 and 2010/11. Although 
notably less harsh, the impact of the 2011/12 did not elicit any extra 
funding from the DfT, even though it is generally recognised that the sums 
allocated by the DfT in previous years was insufficient to cover the full cost 
of restoring the highway network to the same condition that it was in, prior 
to those two harsh winters. 
 

62. In order to fully restore the highway network to its condition prior to the 
2009/10 winter, additional funding would be needed. By investing at this 
stage, there is a greater likelihood that Leicestershire’s roads will not 
degrade quickly if this coming or next year’s winter is harsh. Should there 
be scope to assign further funding to highway maintenance to counter 
winter damage, the funding could be used to restore the network 
accordingly.    
 
 

Public Opinion Surveys 
 

63. The Review recommends that local highway authorities should monitor 
public satisfaction with highway condition and repair annually through the 
National Highways and Transport (NHT) Public Satisfaction Survey or 
their own surveys. The findings can be used to benchmark performance 
and can be taken into consideration in local highway maintenance 
policies. 

 
64. Since 2008, the County Council has commissioned public opinion surveys 

through the National Highways and Transportation (NHT) Network. The 
NHT Public Satisfaction Survey collects public perspectives on, and 
satisfaction with, highways and transportation services in local authority 
areas. The survey asks questions in respect of the following themes:  
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• Accessibility   

• Public Transport  

• Walking and Cycling   

• Tackling Congestion   

• Road Safety  

• Highways Maintenance & Enforcement.  
 
65. The results compare performance between authorities and over time using 

tabular reports, graphs and maps. Local authorities in the East Midlands 
have achieved the largest improvements in public satisfaction in relation to 
specific subject areas since the survey started in 2008.  

 
66. The analysis has identified that Leicestershire is currently 4th (from the 

2011 survey) in the league table for County Councils in relation to public 
satisfaction with highway maintenance as a whole, fractionally behind 
Cambridgeshire, North Yorkshire and Suffolk. Leicestershire has improved 
its public satisfaction performance in relation to the condition of highways 
by more than 10 points during this period.  

 
 
Strengthen Well-Maintained Highways 
 
67. The Review recommends that the national code of practice “Well-

Maintained Highways” should be revised and strengthened to include all 
recommendations of the Potholes Review which are relevant to local 
highway authorities. The Department will provide assistance to this 
through the Director’s work on HMEP and its representation at ADEPT. 

 
 
Conclusion 
 
68. The recommendations presented in the Potholes Review have the support 

of the broad range of national stakeholders from all the parts of the 
industry sector represented on the HMEP Project Board. It is anticipated 
that these recommendations will lead to more effective outcomes for 
highway users and the national economy, as well as more efficient use of 
taxpayers’ money. 

 
69. For the County Council, it is expected that implementing the 

recommendations of the Potholes Review will better enable the 
Environment and Transport Department to contribute to the savings set 
out in the Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) in a way which 
reduces the impact on the service delivered to customers. 

 
 
Equal Opportunities Implications 
 
70. The optimum maintenance of the highway network is of benefit to 

everybody.  
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Environmental Implications 
 
71. Although unquantifiable at present, it is anticipated that through improved 

asset and network management arising from implementation of the 
recommendations: 

 

• Fuel consumption and emissions associated with highways 
operations will be reduced. 

• Fuel consumption and emissions associated with disruption from 
roadworks will be reduced. 

• Energy consumption associated with the production of highway 
materials will be reduced. 

 
 
Background Papers 
 

• Prevention And A Better Cure: Potholes Review, April 2012. 

• Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) 2011. 

• Highway Maintenance Policy and Strategy, January 2012. 
 
 

Appendix 
 
List of sites where 2010/11 winter damage funding was spent 
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Appendix - List of sites where 2010/11 winter damage funding was spent 
 

Station Lane, Asfordby 
Main Street, Asfordby 
Main Street, Asfordby  
Saxelby Road, Asfordby 
Hinckley Road, Aston Flamville 
Sharnford Road, Aston Flamville 
Track to Canal, Barkestone 
Wood Lane, Barkestone-Le-Vale 
Queniborough Road, Barsby 
The Drive, Barwell 
Stapleton Lane, Barwell 
Chapel Street, Barwell 
The Common, Barwell 
Ashby Lane, Bitteswell 
A426 Blaby By Pass, Blaby 
Waltham Lane, Branston 
Stonehurst Road, Braunstone 
Ravenhurst Road, Braunstone 
Lyndale Road, Braunstone 
Hoby Road, Brooksby 
Station Road, Broughton Astley 
Frolesworth Road, Broughton Astley 
Broughton Way, Broughton Astley 
Cottage Lane, Broughton Astley 
Peregrine Road, Broughton Astley 
Warwick Road, Broughton Astley 
Coventry Road, Broughton Astley  
Sketchley Lane, Burbage 
Lutterworth Road, Burbage  
Boyslade Rd / Featherstone Dr, Burbage 
Woodland Drive / Hinckley Road, Burbage 
Lynchgate Lane, Burbage 
Rugby Road, Burbage 
Oakham Road, Burton Lazars  
Main Street, Cold Overton 
Somerby Road, Cold Overton 
Back Lane, Cotes 
Hallaton Road, Cranoe 
Langton Road / Church Hill, Cranoe 
Huncote Road, Croft 
Station Road, Croft 
Quarry Entrance, Croft 
Three Queens Road, Croxton Kerrial 
Dans Lane, Desford 
Bennetts Hill, Dunton Bassett 
The Mount, Dunton Bassett 
Burbage Common Road, Elmsthorpe 
Hinckley Road, Earl Shilton  
Wood Street, Earl Shilton 
Hill Top, Earl Shilton 
High Street, Earl Shilton  
Hinckley Road, Earl Shilton  
Green Lane, Eaton 
Station Road Service Road, Glenfield 
Palmers Lane, Goadby  

Main Street, Great Bowden 
The Green, Great Bowden 
A50 Leicester Road, Groby  
Theddingworth Road, Gumley 
Foxton Lane, Gumley 
Loughborough Road, Hathern 
Dodwells Road, Hinckley 
Cloverfield, Hinckley 
Upper Bond Street, Hinckley 
Nutts Lane, Hinckley 
Southfield Road / Station Road, Hinckley 
Main Street, Hoby 
Prestwold Lane, Hoton 
Wymeswold Road, Hoton 
Wymeswold Road, Hoton 
Rempstone Road, Hoton  
Gartree Road, Ilston On The Hill  
Burton Overy Road, Ilston On The Hill 
Fleckney Road, Kibworth Beauchamp 
Station Lane, Kirby Bellars 
Station Rd/Kirby Flds, Kirby Muxloe 
Croxton Road, Knipton 
Launde Road, Launde 
Gartree Hill Road, Little Dalby 
Burrough Road, Little Dalby 
Stapleford Road, Leesthorpe 
Leesthorpe Road, Leesthorpe 
A47 Hinckley Road, LFE 
Loddington Lane, Loddington 
Back Lane, Long Clawson 
Ashby Road, Loughborough 
Brook Lane, Loughborough 
Radmoor Road, Loughborough 
Snells Nook Lane, Loughborough 
Old Ashby Road, Loughborough 
New King Street, Loughborough 
Epinal Way, Loughborough 
Falcon Street/Railway Terrace, 
Loughborough 
Alan Moss Road, Loughborough 
Belvoir Drive/Park Road, Loughborough 
Nottingham Road, Loughborough 
Woodgate, Loughborough 
Park Road, Loughborough 
Lansdowne Drive, Loughborough 
The Rushes, Loughborough 
Derby Road, Loughborough 
Epinal Way, Loughborough 
Kingfisher Way, Loughborough 
Lutterworth Road, Lutterworth 
Gilmorton Road, Lutterworth 
Main Street, Market Bosworth 
Rockingham Road, Market Harborough 
Northampton Road, Market Harborough  
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Appendix - List of sites where 2010/11 winter damage funding was spent 
(continued)  
 
Ashley/Drayton/Uppingham, Medbourne 
Dieppe Way, Melton  
Nottingham Road, Melton 
Kipling Drive, Melton 
Ambleside Way, Melton 
Lake Terrace, Melton 
Laughton /Theddingworth Rd /Main, 
Mowsley 
Bagworth Road, Nailstone 
Main Street, Nailstone 
London Road / Wigston Road, Oadby   
Station Road & Old Dalby Lane, Nether 
Broughton & Old Dalby 
Lawn Lane, Old Dalby 
Queensway, Old Dalby 
Dukes Road, Old Dalby 
Green Hill, Old Dalby  
Bosworth Road, Peckleton 
Highgate Lane, Plungar 
Frog Lane, Plungar 
Pingle Lane, Potters Marsden 
Main Street, Redmile 
Church Lane, Redmile 
Easthorpe Lane, Redmile 
Belvoir Road, Redmile 
Fleckney Road, Saddington    
Kibworth Road, Saddington  
Frolesworth Road, Sapcote 
B4114, Sapcote  
New Street, Scalford 
Eastwell Road, Scalford 
Main Street/Church Lane, Scraptoft 
Shawell Road, Shawell 
Skeffington Wood Road, Skeffington 
Debdale Lane / Main St, Smeeton 
Westerby  
Station Street, South Wigston 
Harby Lane, Stathern  
Mill Hill, Stathern 
School Lane, Stathern 
Church Lane, Stathern 
Hinckley Road, Stoke Golding 
Stoke Road, Stoke Golding 
Higham Lane / Station Road, Stoke 
Golding 
Rogues Lane, Stoke Golding 
Station Road, Stoney Stanton 
South Drive, Stoney Stanton  
Dalby Road, Thorpe Satchville 
Gated Road, Thorpe Satchville  
Main Street, Theddingworth 
Main Street / Merrylees Road, Thornton 

Earl Shilton Road, Thurlaston 
Victoria Street, Thurmaston 
Hadrian Road, Thurmaston  
Silvedale Drive, Thurmaston  
Wood Lane, Tugby 
Loddington Road, Tugby  
Norton Lane, Twycross 
Ashby Road, Ullesthorpe  
Eastwell, Waltham Road  
Gilmorton Road, Walcote 
Burnham Drive, Whetstone 
Cambridge Road, Whetstone 
Estoril Avenue, Wigston  
Oakham Road, Withcote 
Launde Road, Withcote  
Hoton Road, Wymeswold 
Brook Street, Wymeswold 
London Lane, Wymeswold 
Trinity Crescent Wymeswold 
East Road, Wymeswold 
The Mere, Wymondham 
Edmondthorpe Road, Wymondham 
 
 

 


